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End of Year Close-Out Edition
All things have a beginning and an ending, and my tenure as newsletter editor is no
different. I started doing this newsletter way back in March of 2010, taking over for Bruce
Underwood, who at the time had the dual role of both President and Newsletter Editor, plus
holding down two paying jobs; in other words, he was “up to here” in work. Producing a
newsletter was a challenge at first (never used Microsoft Publisher, the format for the newsletter,
but it didn’t take long to get the hang of it.)
To do the best job I knew how, I’d put in probably 30-40 hours into each issue and—it’s fun when you’re
inspired, however it does take time and thought to write, rewrite, gather photos, proofread and
revise, revise, and revise some more etc., to put out the kind of newsletter I can feel proud of. I must try to
do the best I know how to do—either the best I can, (but I’m sure not the best possible), or nothing.
After the last (April-June) issue, (they should be every other month, but I got behind), I started work on
the July through whatever issue and completed one event (included on page 4), before again getting
distracted with other things and getting far behind what was actually going on within SPA. It got to the point
where it would have been an overwhelming job to re-cover all of the year’s events at once. I was essentially
taking them from the SPA web page and adding a few other features to develop each issue. (The website as
I’m sure you would agree, is an excellent source of information, and is expertly managed by Jim Johns—it’s
the best it has ever been).
Partially because the web site is as good as it is, plus there’s a Facebook group, and sometimes because of
the lack of feedback, I began to question the continued need for an SPA newsletter. By the time each issue
came out, it really was no longer “news”, it was a recap of past events and a sprinkling of other things. I felt
the newsletter was becoming unnecessary and redundant. At the same time I had a major remodeling
project going on at home plus other projects like the recent article in Model Aviation on Tom Brett’s Cirrus.
Though these were all factors, the truth was, after almost twelve years, I got to the point where I just
couldn’t bring myself to work on it anymore—I was burned-out on the newsletter. That’s when it was
suspended — at least until “after the holidays”, (as I told Jeff).
Fast-forward to now; after some discussion, I came to realize that what goes on within SPA should be
documented, and this newsletter DOES have a place within an organization like ours for recordkeeping, as a
reminder, and for future reference. The web site and Discussion List, as good and up to date as they are, can
only go so far when it comes to long-term documentation of SPA activities.
I felt I should gather the latest “doins” together, plus I have received an excellent MEMBER PROFILE from
John Judd, a new member from the Johnson City, Tennessee area. The Johnson City club has over time
become a hotbed of SPA activity, most recently hosting two contests in 2021, and producing several new
SPA members like John. I also have received or have become aware of some really cool new aircraft
pictures of new SPA aircraft in the pipeline for 2022. I’d like to feature these fine aircraft in this edition.
I will continue to produce the newsletter for the foreseeable future—don’t know how often or for how
long. Now, if someone within our ranks would like to try their hand, please let me know; I’ll work with
you. For the most part I’ve enjoyed doing the newsletter, but after twelve years, at times it would be nice 2
to become a contributor rather than the editor. We’ll see how things go.
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The contest season has wrapped up for both divisions and this is the time of year when thoughts turn to
other activities – the holidays, family gatherings, next year’s models, and more. But behind the scene there
is still some activity. The point of this report is to let you know about a few topics of potential interest.
By now, most have realized that there hasn’t been an issue of the Newsletter since last summer. Our editor, Duane
Wilson, has a lot on his plate and needed a break, not the least of which is home remodeling. I know that we miss the
communications provided by the Newsletter and I look forward to its resumption. We are entering the second year
of the two-year pattern cycle, so it is time to get the Pattern Committee organized. We will be using a somewhat
revised procedure this time around. Jimmy Russell has agreed to chair the committee and he will be responsible for
choosing its members.
Several goals include having at least one member from each class and having members from both the East and
West divisions. Anyone who is interested in serving on the committee should let Jimmy know soon, so that he can get
a good start on forming the committee. Jimmy’s contact information can be found in the membership list on the
“Members Only” portion of the SPA website. Alternatively, one can send an email to
PatCommchair@seniorpattern.com. In addition, he and I have discussed a somewhat accelerated
procedure wherein the draft sequences will be available earlier in the contest season than has been the rule
previously. That way members can try the sequences and send feedback to the committee before the final
recommendations are made. As in the past, the Pattern Committee will submit the proposed sequences to the Board
of Directors for approval. It is hoped that this revised procedure will give ample opportunity for members to provide
input that will allow the committee to put together a challenging and interesting set of sequences. The annual Board of
Directors meeting will be held after the first of the year at a time to be announced. Let me know if there are items of
concern that should be brought before the Board. As a final note, the draft schedule for next year’s contest season is
being worked on now and should be released soon. It looks to be a good year!

Season’s Greetings, Jeff

First Look at 2022 SPA Schedule…
Jamie Strong submitted the following (I assume semi-firm), SPA East schedule for 2022 without

comment. SPA West will no doubt be contacting him soon, and we can firm-up the schedules for the
upcoming season.
As a reminder, coordinating the schedule isn’t an easy job. Keep in mind that Jamie has many factors to
consider and balance in order to try to maximize attendance for both SPA regions. Two important
considerations that immediately jump out to me are: 1) the proper spacing of the contests , and 2) not having
overlapping dates with other aerobatic events within AMA. We appreciate your work for the SPA team.
—April Prattville CD Jamie ………………………………..……..April 9-10th
—May Knoxville CD Jimmy R ……………………………...…….May 21-22
—June CMJ Ga. CD Greg H …………………………………...….June 25-26
—July Memphis TN CD Terry B …………………………………..July 23-24
—Aug. Hodges GA. CD Dave P ………………………………...….Aug 20-21st
—Sep. Johnson City TN CD Jerry B ………………………….....Sept 17-18
—Oct. Masters, in the works—pending till mid January….Oct 15-16
Jamie...Prattville, Alabama
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2021 Cass Underwood Memorial SPA Contest

The Pilots

L-R: Terry Boston, Greg Hoke, Ken VandenBosch, Joe Ryan, Duane Wilson, Jim Johns, Dave Phillips,
Norman Bonnette, Friedrich Mursch, CD Jamie Strong, Gordon Talbot, Bill Dodge, Jeff Owens, Warren
Oliver, Jerry Black & Bruce Underwood
Well, Prattville's 2021 SPA contest is in the books!!
Weather was in a word “hot”, (but we’ve seen worse), and with a
moderate but manageable crosswind. We did go into a holding
pattern once or twice as storms threatened, but they ended up going
around us. We didn’t have more than a few
scattered sprinkling rain, (but it was weird that at one point it was
sprinkling in the pits, but the judges only 100 feet away were dry and
waiting for the next pilot).
We had a very nice spread of competitors with each class represented by at least 2 competitors.
Basic - New to SPA is a local FCF member, Gordon Talbot, who I have been tutoring. He has been soaking up
pattern like a sponge during the little time we have spent with each other practicing. SPA’s reigning Novice (now Basic)
Champ Norm Bonnette and Gordon were neck and neck swapping rounds throughout the contest. Gordon finished
1st with Norm close behind.
Sportsman - Bill Dodge and Duane Wilson were very close throughout the weekend despite Duane's engine not
performing up to what is customary for a OS .91. After all was said and done, Bill took the win. It's great to see Duane
back flying after his recent eye surgery.
Advanced -was well represented with Ken VandenBosch, Terry Boston And SPAs backbone, Jim Johns. This class
also was a back and forth battle exchanging of rounds and its was fun to judge and watch. These guys are Good !!!! Jim
took 1st with 4Ks, but Terry was less than 7 points back for 2nd!! Unfortunately, Ken's Curare was damaged after a
tangle with the tall grass surrounding the runway in the 2nd round, so he finished 3rd.
Expert -was our largest group of the contest with Greg Hoke, Warren Oliver, Joe Ryan and myself, along with SPA
newcomer Friedrich Mursch from Tallahassee, FL, competing. Friedrich flew the nicest Curare ARFs I’ve ever seen in a
while with a bunch of neat goodies.
Senior Expert-Both the Expert and Senior Expert seem to always be a nip and tuck, maybe not always for first place
but darn near it. Greg Hoke, my friend from Warner Robbins, GA took 1st in Expert and Jerry Black did the same in
the Senior Expert.
It was fantastic to see Bruce Underwood (Coach) flying again!!! Bruce is BACK, and flying almost as good as ever. Dave
Phillips is battling heath issues, but he’s like a Timex watch, takes a licking and keeps on ticking :).
We had many really long distance travelers attend this contest and that is beginning to be the case. If it wasn’t for
these guys traveling, our SPA group and contests would be much more sparse. I thank everyone for making the trip to
Prattville and hope I didn’t slow us down to much due to judging chairs not being filled efficiently.
Jamie Strong, CD and Duane Wilson (Editor)
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Flying in Expert Joe Ryan

Gary Singleton entered all the
scores once set up by Jim

SPA President Jeff Owens joins
in a natural “cutest couple”
pose with Lori Bush

Good to have Bruce back—
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flew very well in a tough class

Local flyer and newcomer Gordon Talbot,
Duane Wilson demonstrates his
happiness in having long-time former (who has been attending the Jamie Strong
SPA president Bruce Underwood back flying school), is a quick learner and won
his first event. Plans to continue flying SPA.
on the contest circuit.

Jerry Black with post-surgery poodle
buddy Piper in tow. They were seen
together frequently during the
contest. Piper was a big hit with
SPA wives-Bobbie Johns, Peggy Phillips, Debbie Hoke, and Dee everyone as she was learning not to
VandenBosch also serve as cheerleaders and support personnel. try to chase the pretty airplanes.

Jim Johns wins
Advanced in close race

(Above) Pilot’s meeting (Below) the pit
area and shelter, and (left) the fence and
grass field. Very nice place to fly. Note the
outstretched flag indicating the persistent
crosswind very common at Prattville.
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SPA Member Profile

April--not for faint of heart

Name/SPA Number: Johnny Judd / 770
City/State: Jonesborough, TN
Occupation/Former Occupation:
Retired/US Army Flight Instructor

Years in Model Aviation:

Started building models as a child and messed around off
and on for years. Built and flew control line a bit; Started
radio control in 1992. I taught myself how to fly on a Dave Brown flight
simulator. I’ve had several long gaps in my RC journey for various life challenges. I’m just
getting back after a 15 year break (as anyone who’s seen me fly can attest).

When did you join SPA: Just this month – Dec 2021
How did you find out about the SPA and why did you decide to join?:
My flying buddy Vic Koenig was always telling me I needed to get into pattern. I finally went to
a competition last fall and I was bit by the bug. Came home and ordered a Kaos to build this
winter.

Are you or have you been a full-scale pilot? If so, when, where and what do you fly?
I worked on and flew helicopters and airplanes in the Army for 34 years. I’m happiest
remembering that I logged over 6000 hours without ever hurting anyone or tearing up an
aircraft so badly that it couldn’t be used again.

Favorite pattern planes and why you like them:

I have no personal experience with pattern planes. I know Vic used to build and sell Dirty
Birdies and now he flies a Phantom.

Do you or have you competed in
other organizations-have you gone to
the NATs: No

Something others may not know
about you (other or past hobbies and
interests):
I’ve been a martial arts enthusiast since
1971. I am 71 and still occasionally teach
classes in jiu-jitsu and Hapkido, though the
logic of it eludes me. I wonder how much
longer I want to put up with being sore and
tired from playing with the young sprouts.
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Dave Phillips

Bootlegger

After 60 + years of flying glo fuel airplanes, l’ve crossed over to the dark side. That’s what they say anyway.. this is a
wood fuse Bootlegger with a fiberglass top hatch. And Worked out perfectly for the battery.
This was a idea of mine and have built several airplanes using the fiberglass top ! Some were molded in and were fuel
powered ! I had an original So. RC fuse that Scott Anderson used to make the mold for the canopy ! Scott does an
outstanding job on it and still makes them . This airplane is powered by a Badass 35/30 motor with a 100a Cobra ESC
on a 6s battery. The airplane has E-flight retracks and came in At 7lbs 4ozs ! Have not flown it to date but looking
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Norm bonnette

uFO

Here are some pictures of my latest plane. It is a UFO from Carolina Custom
Kits who I do not recommend because he doesn’t always deliver after he has
taken the money.
Still need to Velcro in the radio, install the fuel system and do a little more fancy
decorating. It has Super Tigre G60 ABC with PDP porting and Perry pump and
carb. It will be ready to compete this upcoming season.
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FOR THE “EASTERNERS”

2022 Southeastern Model Show
Georgia Nat'l Fairgrounds,
McGill Bldg, Tables M48 - M50
https://www.gamarc.com/smsshow
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SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

COME
VISIT
OUR
WEBSITE

Name______________________________________________________________
Street Address______________________________________________________
City______________________

State___________________ Zip____________

@

www.
seniorpattern.
com

Date of Birth:______—_______—________ AMA Number ________________
Telephone (_____)_________________ E-Mail ____________________________
Mail this form along with check/money order made out to The Senior Pattern Association for $20.00 to:
Jim Johns 85 Hodge Rd. Dutton, AL 35744

www.seniorpattern.com

Jim Johns
85 Hodge Rd
Dutton, AL 35744
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